This study examined the influence of gaze fixation on face-sensitive ERPs. A fixation crosshair presented prior to face onset directed visual attention to upper, central, or lower face regions while ERPs were recorded. This manipulation modulated a face-sensitive component (N170) but not an early sensory component (P1). Upper and lower face fixations elicited enhanced N170 amplitude and longer N170 latency. Results expand upon extant hemodynamic research by demonstrating early effects at basic stages of face processing. These findings distinguish attention to facial features in context from attention to isolated features, and they inform electrophysiological studies of face processing in clinical populations.
Introduction
Human face perception is a vital social function subserved by specialized brain mechanisms. Event-related potential (ERP) studies reveal a face-sensitive negative component peaking approximately 170 ms after viewing a face (N170; Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996) . Relative to other visual stimuli, the N170 elicited by faces tends to be larger in amplitude and shorter in latency. Because of its short latency, sensitivity to perturbations in face configuration (e.g., face inversion), and relative insensitivity to higher order features (e.g., identity and emotion), the N170 is hypothesized to mark structural encoding, an early stage of face perception (Eimer, 2000) . Isolated face parts also evoke an N170, with eyes eliciting the greatest amplitude, followed by whole faces and then noses and mouths (Bentin et al., 1996) . This differential responsiveness to the eyes and an accelerated developmental maturation of the N170 elicited by eyes (Taylor, Edmonds, McCarthy, & Allison, 2001 ) has spurred speculation that the component may reflect activity in brain regions specifically subserving eye detection. With respect to N170 latency, intact faces evoke the shortest latencies, followed by eyes then noses and mouths (Bentin et al., 1996) .
Though previous ERP research has examined N170 response to isolated facial features, attention to facial features within the context of an intact face remains unexplored via electrophysiological * Corresponding author. methods. Functional magnetic resonance imaging research (fMRI) indicates that manipulating attention to the eyes and mouths modulates hemodynamic activity in face-related areas, such as the fusiform gyrus (FG), with attention to these regions most strongly activating the FG in typical adults (Morris, Pelphrey, & McCarthy, 2007) . These findings bear relevance to understanding face-related ERPs, as source estimation and co-recording of ERP and fMRI suggest neural generators of the N170 in FG (Itier & Taylor, 2004; Rossion, Joyce, Cottrell, & Tarr, 2003; Sadeh, Podlipsky, Zhdanov, & Yovel, 2010; Shibata et al., 2002) .
The current study extends extant neuroimaging work by using electrophysiological methods to investigate the influence of point of gaze on face-related brain activity. This approach expands upon current understanding by (a) extricating the influence of differential attention to eyes versus mouths, (b) examining attention to faces in a more natural presentation, i.e., without a superimposed fixation crosshair, and (c) applying the temporal resolution of ERP to specifically examine modulation at the earliest stages of face perception. ERPs were recorded as typical adults viewed neutral faces without a fixation crosshair and with a variable fixation crosshair directing attention to the upper, central, or lower face. We hypothesized that visual fixations to the eyes would elicit N170 with enhanced amplitude and shorter latency relative to other fixation positions. Though previous research has not consistently revealed face-selective effects at an earlier sensory component, the P1, we explored this ERP component to determine whether gaze manipulation effects might be exerted through low-level visuoperceptual mechanisms. We did not predict P1 modulation by point of gaze.
